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OPENING SHOT

Kris Meeke and Paul Nagle looked comfortable for much of
the rally, and put on a brave drive. Unfortunately, their ‘off’ on
SS16 cost them dearly.
Picture: Citroën Racing.

CZECH OUT FIA ERC’S ACTION

WORDS: H&H
PICTURES: ERC Media
Back from its short summer break and back on asphalt, the
all-action FIA European Rally Championship (ERC) is heading
for the Barum Czech Rally Zlín this weekend.
An ERC ever-present since the championship’s
streamlining in 2004, Barum Czech Rally Zlín turns 44 this
season and takes place around the South Moravian university
city, 300km south of the Czech capital Prague.
With 15 stages over a distance of 237.33 competitive
kilometres, this is a Tarmac test like no other due to the
bumpy and sometimes broken nature of the road surface. To
add to the challenge, several stages feature high-speed blasts
through forest areas and intermittent showers are always a
possibility. While the weather might be hard to predict, huge
numbers of enthusiastic fans are guaranteed to create a
carnival atmosphere.
In keeping with Barum Czech Rally Zlín tradition, the
competitive action begins with a superspecial stage through
the streets of the event’s host city on Friday night. It’s followed
by two days of high-speed action with four repeated stages
on Saturday and a further three stages used twice on Sunday.
The permanent service park is located in Otrokovice, 14km
from Zlín with fans treated to seven visits during the course
of the rally.
For the ﬁrst time in Barum Czech Rally Zlín history, a
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Qualifying Stage will take place to help determine the starting
order for Saturday’s opening leg. Although there are no new
stages for 2014, the event organisers haven’t rested on their
laurels by introducing several tweaks to the existing stage
layouts. The most signiﬁcant change is to the Troják test,
which is used twice on Saturday’s ﬁrst leg. The rally’s longest
stage at 22.82km gets an all-new 1.6km section never
previously used on the event before featuring many bends
and a big jump.
As well as counting as Round Eight in the overall
ERC title ﬁght, the event is the ﬁfth round of the new-for2014 FIA ERC Junior Championship plus the sixth round of the
Mediasport Czech International Rally Championship.
A total of 121 crews have entered this event to
underline the popularity of the ERC and the all-asphalt
showcase. Craig Breen is the top seed in a Peugeot Rally
Academy 208T16 and is one of 24 drivers competing for
honours in the headlining RC2 category. Ott Tänak, who like
Breen is an ERC event winner in 2014, is the second seed at
the wheel of a Ford Fiesta R5. Esapekka Lappi, whose two
wins this season have propelled him to the top of the ERC
standings, is seeded third for Skoda Motorsport. Elsewhere,
Robert Consani makes his eighth ERC start of the year, while
Neil Simpson enters his third event in his ex-factory Skoda
Fabia S2000.
Thirteen of rallying’s most promising young drivers
will chase FIA ERC Junior Championship honours on Barum

Czech Rally Zlín. They include local heroes Jan Černý and
Tomáš Pospíšilík, Frenchman Stéphane Lefebvre, who like
Černý is a two-time winner in ERC Junior, podium ﬁnishers
Gino Bux, Andrea Crugnola, Chris Ingram and Alex Parpottas,
stage winners Mattias Olsson and Aleks Zawada, ADAC OPEL
Rallye Junior Team driver Marijan Griebel, Italian prospect Fabio
Andolﬁ and Norwegian title contender Petter Kristiansen, the
lone Skoda Fabia R2 representative in the Michelin-supported
category.
Vitaliy Pushkar heads a hugely competitive ERC
Production Car Cup entry from local ace Martin Hudec,
category frontrunner András Hadik and three-time British
champion Mark Higgins. Polish title winner Sebastian Frycz
will also be competing, as will Italian veteran Marco Cavigioli,
who has taken the start in Zlín on 15 previous occasions. The
ERC 2WD Championship, ERC Junior Championship and ERC
Ladies’ Trophy are also big on numbers with the respective
title leaders –Zoltán Bessenyey, Jan Černý and Ekaterina
Stratieva – all due to contest the 15-stage event. The ERC
Ladies’ Trophy is boosted by the return of Czech Republic’s
Martina Daňhelová and glamour model Inessa Tushkanova.
Elsewhere, Alex Filip, Lukasz Kabaciński, Kristóf Klausz,
Kornél Lukács, Renato Pita and Simone Tempestini are all
back on ERC duty, while ERC tyre partners Michelin, Pirelli
and Yokohama will all be represented on the event.

WORDS: H&H
PICTURES: Subaru Rally Team USA
Subaru Rally Team USA’s David Higgins and Craig Drew
outlasted teammates and rivals, Travis Pastrana and Chrissie
Beavis, to take the Ojibwe Forests Rally victory this past
weekend in Detroit Lakes, Michigan.
Even though Higgins/Drew have already secured the
2014 Rally America National Championship title, the pair was
not about to let off on the competition.
Higgins/Drew shot out to an early 4 second lead after
the Thursday Buffalo River Race Park Super Special Stages,
and increased it to 24 seconds before Pastrana overshot a
corner and beached his Subaru into a marsh on SS10. The
helpless Pastrana stood by as oil leaked out of his engine
confirming his retirement from the rally.
Higgins has won the Ojibwe Forests Rally in 2003,
but helped deliver his co-driver, Craig Drew, his first Ojibwe
Forests Rally victory.
FY Racing’s Adam Yeoman/Jordan Schulze took second
place after fending off a hard-charging Lauchlin O’Sullivan. It
is a particularly sweet finish for the drivers who managed to
keep their car serviceable through multiple problems to take
their highest career placement to date.
It didn’t take long for Super Production’s (SP)
Lauchlin O’Sullivan/Scott Putnam to shake off any rust to not
only take the Class victory, but also land third on the overall
podium. O’Sullivan/Putnam missed nearly half of the Rally
America season due to a February crash that totaled their
vehicle. They spent the summer repairing the car for a run at
Ojibwe, and they came back with a vengeance.
Current SP Class points leaders Dillon Van Way/
Andrew Edwards did not need to outright win their class to
secure their first ever Super Production title with a second
place Class finish. Van Way drove a flawless race to stay
just ahead of his closest rival in the Super Production points
standings, Nick Roberts/Rhianon Gelsomino, who finished
third in Class at Robert’s home event.
The Rookie of the Year award is closer to reality for
Troy Miller, supported by co-driver and brother Jeremy Miller.
The Millers normally compete in the Two-Wheel Drive (2WD)
category, but decided to enter Ojibwe in an SP prepared
Subaru to take on Mickey Moran/Alice Von Denes who also
run an SP Class Subaru.
Both Miller and Moran are vying for the Rookie
of the Year award. However, Moran/Van Denes suffered
multiple problems during the event and eventually retired
due to fatigue. Miller now holds a commanding Rookie of the
Year points lead with his sixth overall finish. Moran is not
mathematically eliminated from securing the award yet. He
will need an incredible finish at the next round and some luck
to overtake Miller.
In the 2WD category, Ford Racing’s Andrew ComriePicard/Ole Holter got off to a slow start after the Super
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Special Stages, and quickly retook the 2WD lead from Matt
Brandenburg/Jimmy Brandt. Comrie-Picard’s pace steadily
increased to completely outpace his 2WD competitors and he
finished an outstanding 16 minutes over second place Panos
Karpidas/John Hall.
Karpidas/Hall are pleased with their podium finish. It
is the third time the team has podiumed this season. Honda
Performance Development’s James Robinson/Brian Penza
took third in class in their B-SPEC Honda Fit. Robinson is the
reigning 2014 B-SPEC Champion and added another feather
in his cap with his third 2WD podium this year.
Will Hudson/Martin Brady took home the Paul Bunyan’s
Ride Regional Rally top positions, and Chris O’Driscoll/Rebecca
Greek won the 10,000 Lakes Regional Rally.

Final Overall Classification:
01) D. Higgins/C. Drew
Subaru WRX STI - 02h 20m 32.1s
02) A. Yeoman/J. Schulze
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 12m 37.5s
03) L. O’Sullivan/S. Putnam
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 13m 40.8s
04) D. Van Way/A. Edwards
Subaru WRX STI + 14m 22.1s
05) N. Roberts/R. Gelsomino
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 16m 38.3s
06) T. Miller/J. Miller
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 19m 40.9s
07) P. Fetela/D. Jozwiak
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 20m 37.5s
08) A. Comrie-Picard/O. Holter
Ford Fiesta ST + 24m 16.6s
09) D. Sterckx/K. Jankowski
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 30m 48.1s
10) G. Plsek/A. Gelsomino
Mitsubishi Lancer EVO IX + 32m 29.6s

WORDS: Evan Rothman
PICTURES: McKlein, VW Motorsport, CItroën Racing.
The ‘home’ team did win, but it wasn’t the one we were all
expecting. In fact, a new page was written into the history
books of the World Rally Championship as Thierry Neuville,
Nicolas Gilsoul and their Hyundai Shell World Rally Team i20
WRC claimed a well-deserved victory on German soil.
WRC’s ADAC Rallye Deutschland isn’t the easiest of
events. Being an all-asphalt rally staged on impossibly narrow
roads through some of the most intimidating landscapes
with twisting hairpins and blind crests, while the slippery and
greasy roads become muddied for all competitors, is quite
possibly one of the five most demanding events on the WRC
calendar. Road order usually suits the front runners on single
surface events, but running in positions one to three on Rallye
Deutschland on all but the final loop of stages up to the final
day are cursed.
Don’t believe Handbrakes & Hairpins? Ask Messers
Ogier, Latvala and Meeke. They’ll testify to that, and they
surely will reply with curse words too. In the Shakedown
Stage on Thursday afternoon, Neuville ate into the Hyundai
Motorsport team’s operations budget by driving off the side
of a mountain and severely damaging his i20 WRC with less
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than 24 hours to the event’s start. His mechanics literally
worked through the night to ready his car for SS1, with just
about all-new panels on his rally car, the suspension, exhaust
system and engine in tiptop working order. It took Neuville all
of the first kilometre of SS1 to overcome his careful driving
and return to his customary flat-out style.
But, the stars of the first two days of rallying were the
Volkswagen Polo R WRCs of Sebastien Ogier, Jari-Matti Latvala
and Andreas Mikkelsen. With supreme speed, they dominated
the top order for all of the first two days of rallying. Behind
those VWs, raged a veritable war between the Citroëns, Fords
and Hyundais. Howver, all that was to change in spectacular
fashion on after lunch on Day One…
While the VW bosses sipped champagne watching
their three Polos in perfect flying formation, their Wunderkid
Ogier rolled out of the rally on Day One’s final stage. His Polo
was repaired and he was able to restart the rally on Day Two
under Rally 2 regulations, but he crashed out on SS9, the
second stage of the day. Fortunately, in both ‘offs’ the crew
were unhurt. His Finnish team-mate, who was but a handful
number of seconds behind on the leaderboard after SS5 on
Day One assumed the lead. But, he too crashed out of the
event in disappointment on the opening stage of the final day

while in a secure position at the front. All the while, Mikkelsen
dropped from third to fifth and then worked himself into fourth
position where he fought valiantly against the Fords of Elfyn
Evans and Mikko Hirvonen to then snatch third place overall
at the finish. Had he not had problems on Day One and Two,
he might have finished higher up on the podium…
From a commanding position on Day One, the most
successful WRC team in recent seasons suffered with just one
car in the field on their ‘home’ rally while the world’s current
fastest WRC drivers watched from Service Park. When it rains,
it pours...
Rallying doesn’t discriminate. Kris Meeke was settled
into a steady rhythm in second place overall on the final leg
of the rally. Having passed the scene of Latvala on SS15, he
knew he had just taken over the lead of the event. What then
happened on the very next stage ruined what was another
strong showing for the French team, Citroën Racing. Meeke
hit a wall to lose a wheel of his DS3 WRC. It was a massively
frustrating moment for the Irishman and his team, as his first
2014 WRC victory was but three stages away...
Starting the final day of the event in third and fourth,
Hyundai’s Neuville and Sordo had pulled magic out of their
racing suits pockets. Surrounded by faster machinery and on

a rally plagued with crashes, the two drivers kept their heads
about them to steer into fantastic points-paying positions
for their deserving team. By the end of the second stage of
the day, just 37km later, they were leading the rally one-two
with a lead of 20.4seconds over third placed Mikkelsen. This
was by no means a gifted lead, as was the case with Meeke
too. Surviving these dangerous roads takes precise driving,
ultimate concentration and a set of pacenotes more detailed
than the lines on your palms. It was a move to the top steps
of the podium for crews that belonged there, having pushed
their rivals to breaking point throughout the event. Neuville
– who shone here in 2013 while behind the steering wheel of
a Ford Fiesta RS WRC – took command of the rally lead and
convincingly held it to the finish. Sordo impressed too, giving
his team a dream result after a draining weekend of tireless
work.
The now brow-beaten VW bosses were once again
able to smile seeing Mikkelsen and his Polo on the podium
behind the Hyundais, but the day firmly belonged to all at
Hyundai Motorsport.
Elsewhere, Mads Ostberg (Abu Dhabi Citroën World
Rally Team) suffered another lacklustre event, bringing his
car home in sixth position. On Day Two and Three, he was
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embroiled in a battle with the Fords of Evans and Hirvonen.
Both those Fords overtook him on the final day, underlining
his performance was lacking. Hirvonen, who has battled with
pace this season too, was outperformed by his inexperienced
team-mate in a rally that Hirvonen should be fighting for the
podium. The young Welshman impressed with yet another
steady and mature drive, gaining in speed with each event on
the calendar.
The remainder of the top ten was claimed by Martin
Prokop (Jipocar Czech National Rally Team Ford Fiesta RS
WRC) in seventh; Dennis Kuipers who returned to the series
for this round in his Ford Fiesta RS WRC; Pontus Tidemand
in ninth as the fastest WRC 2 driver in his Ford Fiesta R5
followed by Ott Tänak in a Fiesta R5 too.
The next round on the WRC calendar is the Coates
Hire Rally Australia on 11- 14 September.

Final Overall Classification:
01) T. Neuville/N. Gilsoul
Hyundai i20 WRC - 03h 07m 20.2s
02) D. Sordo/M. Marti
Hyundai i20 WRC + 40.7s
03) A. Mikkelsen/O. Floene
Volkswagen Polo R WRC + 58.0s
04) E. Evans/D. Barritt
Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 01m 03.6s
05) M. Hirvonen/J. Lehtinen
Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 01m 10.5s
06) M. Ostberg/J. Andersson
Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 01m 22.7s
07) M. Prokop/J. Tomanek
Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 04m 52.8s
08) D. Kuipers/R. Buysman
Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 09m 18.1s
09) P. Tidemand/E. Axelsson
Ford Fiesta R5 + 11m 35.4s
10) O. Tänak/R. Mölder
Ford Fiesta R5 + 11m 37.2s

CLOSING SHOT

Robert Kubica continues to impress. He battled through
the weekend, as a result of his damaged arms. It makes you
think how much quicker the Pole woudl be...
Picture: McKlein Images/M-Sport.

